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Over the past decade, as che student radicals of the 1960s have 
received their Ph.D's and marched to the academic front, there has 
been a great increase in Marxist and Marxist-influenced scholarship in 
history, sociology, economics, political science, and literary and cultural 
criticism. At the same time, there has been a general decline of che 
Left, and radical scholars have been less able ro relate their incellectual 
work co practical political activity. 

Stanley Aronowitz, one-rime Old Left student radical, former union 
organizer, ex-New Left activist, and now professor of sociology, co
editor of Social Text, and a leader in Democratic Socialises of America, 
has tried hard co maintain che link between radical theory and radical 
practice. His most recent books, The Cri1i1 in Hi1torical Materialim1 
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and Workinr. Class /-lero, discuss n:spectively the most abstract issues 
of Marxist philosophy , economics , and criricism and a programme for 
the transformation of the contemporary American labour movement . 
Taken together, the two books present something quite unusual for 
this <lay and age: an acrempt at an integrated approach ro theory and 
practice for the American Left . I believe these books, despite their 
many flaws, can therefore serve as a valuable reference point for an 
on-going discussion of the reconstruction of radical politics. And while 
Aronowitz is not a historian, the issues he discusses are ones with 
which radical historians struggle all the ti me . 

The CriJiJ is a difficult book to read. Much of it is inaccessible 
without a prior background in European Marxist theory, particularly 
that of the Frankfurt School. Often a series of interesting points will 
be made in succeeding sentences, but the relation among them is 
unclear. A world like 'culture' may appear to have very different 
meanings in different contexts . Many historical judgements are dubious, 
such as che statement that " the subaltern classes of American society 
have never acted autonomously without the support of a breakaway 
section of capital." Fortunately, the ideas are often better than the 
way they are expressed . 

For Aronowitz, the "crisis of historical materialism" seems to include 
most of the history of Marxism , at least from Eduard Bernstein to the 
present. This crisis results from the failure of che working class to 

develop in the revolutionary fashion predicted by Marx . It has been 
augmented by the failure of Marxism to grasp new social forces, first 
fascism and more recently the rise of feminism, ecology, and religious 
movements around the world . Nearly half the book consists of the 
title essay, essentially a critical inrellectual history of the various 
attempts by Marxists since Bernstein to address the failure of the 
working class to become revolutionary; the rest is a collection of pieces 
on economics, aesthetics, and other diverse topics . Nearly all of the 
essays reflect Aronowitz ' fundamental critique of Marxism 's self-definition 
as a science and the alignment of itself with the overall project of 
Western science, which he portrays as the domination of nature. 

In an argumenc strongly influenced by Theodore Adorno and others 
of the Frankfurt School, Aronowitz asserts chat the core project of 
Western science has hcen to establish a complete and objective knowledge 
of nature for the purpose of creating a complete control by human 
consciousness of everything ocher than itself. By identifying with this 
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project, Marxism became part of a vase historical movement whose 
ultimate legicimacion was rhe domination of nature. This entire project 
has now rurned out ro be a disaster for humanity and indeed for rhe 
entire biosphere . 

Within Marxism there is what we mighr call a basic myth . Through 
the revolutionary process, working humanity will come to know itself 
as the producer of human life and human history. Thereby humanity 
will become simultaneously the subject who knows and the objccc 
rhat ir knows : humanity will know itself as rhe producer of the world. 
Thus subject and ob ject will be unified . As Aronowitz suggests, this 
is a special case of the more general myth of Western science, according 
co which progress is the increase in knowledge whose ulcimare tendency 
is coward complete knowledge of the world as the basis for complere 
control of che world . This implicit framework governs much in modern 
societies, from government science policy to the goals of psychotherapy . 

But, as Aronowitz argues , there is a basic Raw in this approach. 
There is a grear deal that, in principle, is not subject to full human 
control, notably external nature and the human unconscious . The 
attempts to fully control these lead ro disastrous results . External 
nature has its own ecological rhythms, cycles, and patterns of interaction 
on which human life itself depends; che results of the unfettered human 
drive for power over the environment has been co disrupt these, opening 
che door co ecological catastrophe. The human unconscious, coo, possesses 
its own needs, which, when subjected ro excessive conscious control, 
can express themselves in destructive forms . 

Aronowitz advocates a "new principle of reason " which would provide 
the criteria for research policy, economic development, and the like. 
While its content is not spelled out, it would presumably view the 
proper relation between conscious human beings and internal and 
cxrernal nature not as eirher unilateral control or blind submission 
hut as respect of a pare for the whole which ir can affect but of which 
ic is only pare. The resulting 'rationality' mighr resemble Taoism more 
chan che Baconian ideology of progress through mastery of nature . 

The project of Western science , including its Marxist wing, claimed 
to embody knowledge and reason , and maintained chat all alternatives 
were speculative and metaphysical. However, this project reseed on 
presuppositions char were by no means inherenc in reason itself. In 
particular , the goal of dominating nature, rather than cooperating 
wirh ic, was arbitrary and simply raken for granted . According to 
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Aronowirz , chcsc arbicrary prcsupposicions belie rhc claim chac Marxism 
or ocher sciences have somehow superseded philosophy. Rarher , exa
minacion and cricicism of chc ideas underlying science icself arc necessary, 
even rhough such procedures are 'specularive' in che sense of noc being 
cone rolled by empirical falsifiabil icy . 

Marx believed philosophy was obsolece since ics goals could be 
realized by prolecarian revolucion . Aronowicz, following Adorno, answers 
rhac revolucion docs noc appear co be near ar hand; cherefore che hope 
of human liberacion needs robe recained in a philosophical form . To 
deny rhc validicy of philosophical accivicy chac goes beyond whac 
presenc praccice can accomplish is co oblicerare even the dream of a 
freedom rhac goes beyond what we can currencly achieve . Therefore , 
if Marxism is a science hostile to liberatory philosophical specularion 
and criricism, ir is irself repressive. 

A parallel argumenr can be made regarding Marxism and erhics. 
Many interprerations of Marxism have maincained rhat, by exposing 
the class incercsts underlying ethical norms, it had eliminaced moralicy 
as a legitimate area for speculation and debace. But in realicy, Marxism 
erecced its own norms of conduce, whose ulrimate legirimacion was 
progress coward conscious human dominarion of che human and non
human worlds . 

As Aronowicz concludes, "Ac boccom, one may noc avoid che sin 
of meraphysics ." All choughr and ace ion involve unsubscanciared pre
supposirions. The problem is rhar rhe Marxist cririque remains in 
force: such presupposicions are likely co reflecc and serve co legirimace 
che inceresrs of parricular social groups - classes , nacions , genders, 
and rhe like . The only way I can see co counrer rhis cendency is co 
emphasize what Jean Piaget calls 'de-cencring.' This is the process by 
which people assimilate the views of ochers and cry co accommodate 
their own to chem , leaving aside those which are idiosyncratic or 
ancagonisrically selfish . (Of course, individual ways of experiencing 
need not thereby be suppressed; they need only be laid aside for those 
processes which require social consensus.) This process cannor eliminare 
all meraphysical presuppositions, but ir can move discourse coward a 
consensus which is not dominated by any special inrerests . 

In denying rhe Marxisc mych of inevicable progress through self
knowledge of the prolerariar, Aronowitz also challenges the claim char 
Marxism allows a unique knowledge of rhc furure course of hiscory . 
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The future must be redefined an open field, affected by the past and 
present bur wich no decerminace goal which ic is rending co realize . 

On chis basis, Aronowitz rejects Marx' theory of class as the unique 
determinant of society. Drawing on the work of Adam Prezworski 
he emphasizes chat class formation arises from class struggles, rathe~ 
chan from the ownership strucrure of the means of production per se. 
As a resulc, different class syscems can evolve from similar economic 
scruccures . Norms can be as imporcant as economics in decermining 
class struggles . 

Applying this approach co che U.S ., Aronowicz argues chac che 
' underclasses' cannot be aggregated co rhe working class. The posicion 
of blacks, Hispanics, Asians, women, the unemployed, and che han
dicapped, is shaped noc only by their lack of propercy, buc by sexism, 
racism, ageism, and ocher realities which cannoc be reduced co economics. 

By claiming a unique role in social progress for che industrial 
working class, Marxism rends co legicimace che claims of chis group 
and undermine chose of other groups, such as women and minoricies, 
who have been excluded by the dynamics of capicalism and previous 
social syscems from che indusrrial workforce. Marxism's scientific pre
centions amount co a claim co be the 'mascer dialogue ' of human 
liberacion . Bue in fact it is only one such dialogue, which must be 
content wich running parallel co liberacory dialogues based on ethnic, 
gender, and even religious racher chan class identities. 

As John Childs has recently argued, this privileging of che prolecariat 
has another rooc in Marxist theory as well. 1 Any theory which defines 
a parcicular sphere of sociecy as uniquely determinant will also define 
those who occupy chat sphere as the .central agents of chis historica l 
process . Such theories reflect and cend to funccion as legirimarions for 
rhe interescs of particular social groups . Thus, economic determinism 
is a rather natural ideology for both capitalises and workers , technological 
decerminism for engineers , culcural Jecerminism for intellectuals . By 
identifying the economy as the decerminant of society, Marx has already 
decreed thac all groups other rhan economic classes will be of subordinate 
imporcance for consciousness-formation and social change . A social 
cheory which did noc express particular, limited social interests would 

' John Childs , Thr D1alertir of fmJ1im. 
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have to regard the various spheres of social life as all fully real and in 
principle equally important until proved otherwise. 

In a discussion of particular interest to historians, Aronowitz argues 
that an "ideology of scientific uniformity" hides from us the reality 
chat people live in different "nows." He notes Ernsc Bloch's argument 
chat this is true subjectively, for example between older people who 
live in the world of their youth and young people who live largely in 
the future . Aronowitz adds that it is also true objectively, as for 
example when religious institutions and beliefs rooted in feudal societies 
exist side-by-side with the capitalism of the present or the socialism 
that orients its proponents to the future . He further supports Foucault's 
idea chat the consciousness of one period may be completely incom
mensurable with that of another, with no continuity which allows us, 
living in one, not to understand the life of another except in a fragmentary 
way - although he criticizes Foucault's insistence that chis situation 
is universal as a projection of present-day fragmentation onto the past . 

It seems to me chat continuity among periods can be greater or 
less, and is an empirical rather than a philosophical question . The 
task for the historian, anthropologist, or ocher interpreter between 
groups, cultures, and periods is always to comtmrt mutual understanding, 
rather than to expect to find them ready-made . The continuity of 
different groups and periods, the commensurability of different discourses, 
is not pre-given. Rather, it is something that must be accomplished 
through human activity, chrough assimilation of the other and ac
commodation of oneself to it. 

In his introduction, Aronowitz promises to "argue for a different 
materialise interpretation of history from that adapted by really-existing 
Marxisms of nearly all kinds ." However, it is hard to see where chis 
promise is fulfilled . What he docs do is present and cricicize a subset 
of the dissident tendencies within che hiscory of Marxist theory in 
Continental Europe. Aronowitz' ultimate tendency, despite many de
tours, is in the same direcrion as E. P. Thompson's in Poverty o/Thenry 
and Sartre's in Critique o/Dit1lectiral Reason . In contrast to structuralists 
on the one hand and culruralists on the ocher, these theorists emphasize 
the dialectical character of human life, and maintain that to understand 
it one must concinually integrate the idea of human beings creating 
the social world through their activity with the facr that they chemselves 
have been determined. Unfortunately, he devotes few lines co chose 
like Thompson and Sarcre who share chis perspective and have developed 
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it . As a result, his lengthy critiques of other rhinkers rarely get him 
beyond positions articulated in, e .g . The Poverty of Theory . 

To Aronowicz' critique of a Marxism modelled on a nineteenth 
century physics, I would say 'Amen.' But once we have criticized 
mechanistic interpretations of Marxism, abandoned the privileging of 
the economic sphere, dropped the division between base and super
structure, and given up the guiding myth of human history developing 
through class struggles to a human subject which knows itself trans
parently, all the work of understanding and transforming the human 
condirion lies ahead . 

One set of problems is philosophical. What is the relation between 
the 'philosophy' Aronowicz would seek to restore and the effort to 

understand the empirical world made by, among others, historians ? 
Does the critique of nineteenth century science apply across the board 
to contemporary science or can we recognize as an intellectual comrade 
someone like the biologist Stephen Jay Gould who advocates a search 
for anti-reductive approaches to science, in which multiple levels develop 
and operate simultaneously according to different principles while also 
interacting with each other) 2 What is the basis for an ethical system 
now grounded in domination or special privilege' 

Equally difficult are the problems of social theory . Once one has 
abandoned both determinism by a single facror (for example, economy 
or values) and functionalist determination-by-the-whole, one is left 
with the problem of what creates " An ordered set of social structures 
from a multiplicity of antagonistic unit-acts ." 1 Anderson is posing 
this question to E. P. Thompson, but it applies equally to all of us 
who have abandoned the classic Marxist schema of social determination . 
Aronowitz attempts boldly to cue the knot by arguing that there is 
in face no such unity - chat people live in different 'nows' and that 
different dialogues are incommensurable. 

I would suggest another approach . Society possesses no pre-established 
unity that can be eaken as a given condition. But individuals and 
groups attempt to establish coordination among different aspects of 
society as part of their goal-seeking activity. Capitalises, for example, 
rapidly learn rhae ro perform eheir economic functions they need a 

' Stephen Jay Gould , ""lfropia CL11nirc·d)' ' NN1 ' Ynrk Rtt ·1eu· n/ B°"k' , Mardi \ , 198\ . 
' Perry Anderson, Arv1111mtJ W11hin E111:illh Marx i1m , p . 52. 
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State which creates conditions ranging from physical protection of 
property to regulation of the labour force . Religious movements discover 
chat they need not only spiritual power but also an economic organization 
co support their leaders and provide for ac least some of the material 
needs of their followers. Political leaders find they need economic 
resources, a style and message chat appeals co a large segment of the 
population, and an effective policicai organization . In shore, successful 
social practices are normally made by synthesizing elements in the 
political, economic, rnlcural, and ocher spheres, rather than existing 
primarily within one of these spheres alone . When society is looked 
at chis way, our understanding is integrated not by such spheres as 
the economic, organizational, religious, and political, but rather by 
examining concrete practices which coordinate elements from different 
spheres . These aaivities attempt co unify, and partially succeed, che 
different spheres of society . 

Antonio Gramsci's concept of how a ruling class develops hegemony 
is a model of chis process . For Gramsci the economy was, in good 
Marxisc fashion, che ulcimace decerminanc of power, but that power 
was expressed and implemenced in the many social spheres, from 
military violence to religious institutions co popular beliefs. The he
gemony of a class was based not only on its economic power, but on 
the correspondence of other spheres co the needs of its rule . Once we 
drop the supposicion of economic <lecermination, we can derive from 
this a model of power based on the correspondence of different elements 
of a society . Power grows from a lot of places: from the barrel of a 
gun an<l from che ideas in people's heads, from control of che means 
of production an<l from the emotions that move people co act . A social 
group is able co create hegemony by coordinating elements of many 
kinds into a system chat no other group, for the time being, is able 
to destroy . The same process can be conducted by actors originating 
in non-economic spheres . Cynchia Cockburn, for example, has recently 
applied Gramsci's concepts of hegemony co explaining domination of 
women by men. ·1 As historians we attempt to study such coordination; 
as activists we attempt to construct or contest chem . 

The core idea Aronowitz brings from this extensive exploration of 
cheoretical issues to the questions of policical practice is a version of 

' Cy nrh ia Coc:kburn , Bru1her.1 . 
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Gramsci's notion of the 'historic bloc . ' For Gramsci, a bloc is something 
more than a coalition in which different groups agree to support each 
other's demands . Rather, it is a collaboration of different groups built 
up around a programme which aims ro meet the needs of each by 
shaping certain basic structures of society. While coalitions shift, blocs 
tend to be more long-lasting . Thus, the New Deal created a bloc of 
labour, blacks, ethnic groups, and a fraction of capital (referred to in 
American political parlance as the 'New Deal Coalition') based on 
Keynesian expansionary economic policies, global expansionism, and 
the welfare State; it persisted for nearly a half century . 

Aronowitz' strategy for the Left is to form an opposition bloc in 
which the needs of minorities, women, workers, people of conscience, 
and those who want the world ro have a future are integrated into a 
programme of social change. In contrast ro Gramsci 's approach, however, 
Aronowitz specifically rejects the notion that such a bloc be based on 
the hegemony of one group, such as the working class, which provides 
the leadership and integrating ideology for members of the bhx. 
Rather, each of the groups which participate in the bloc should draw 
on its own culture, conduct its own dialogue, and participate in the 
bloc on irs own terms. 

The key problem, of course, is how such diverse groups are ro be 
unified . The slender reed with which Aronowitz in this book proposes 
ro tie rogether feminist, black nationalist, gay, and environmental 
movements is essentially the idea that white male heterosexual concepts 
of domination involve simultaneously domination of external nature , 
women, blacks, and human sexuality for the purpose of rational control 
and accumulation . Therefore all have a common stake in opposing the 
'Western' project of domination . His more extensive programmatic 
discussion in Working Clan Hero will be analyzed below ; here I want 
ro comment on certain questions with which any such bloc will have 
ro grapple . 

Generally, social movements are based on groups of people who 
think of themselves as sharing some common idencity. Is there a 
common identity around which an oppositional bloc can be formed , 
or should it - or must it, rather - remain a gathering of groups 
with different ethnic, national , gender , occupational and other identities 
who cooperate for purely pragmatic reasons;. I think we can escape 
this either/or by recognizing chat idenriries are frequently multiple. 
I am simultaneously white , male , a New Englander, Jewish, Quaker, 
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American, a wrirer, middle-aged , a human being, and a parr of rhe 
global biosphere. Each of rhese identiries ries me to some people and 
separares us from orhers . A new bloc should indeed aim co create a 
common identity among irs members, bur one which is added co 
rather rhan replacing rhe more specific gender, racial, and orher identities 
of rhose who parricipare in ir. 

A similar approach applies ro rhe problem of uniry vs . auronomy 
in policical dialogue . I agree entirely thar we musr give up the idea 
of Marxism as a 'masrer discourse' of liberation and agree rhac the 
very ideal of a masrer discourse is itself hegemonic and repressive , 
suppressing rhose perceprions and ideas which emerge from different 
social locarions and experiences .~ Bur by itself rhis approach can only 
lead ro fragmentation - a fragmentation which marks borh rhe 
contemporary American Lefr and modern human culrure as a whole . 
Ir needs co be complemented by a responsibiliry ro parricipare in a 
dialogue whose purpose is ro consrrucr common undesrandings and 
coordinate the perceprions rhar arise from different srarring points . 
This involves an obligation co engage in whar Jean Piaget calls 'de
centring' - assimilating the viewpoints and experiences of orhers and 
coordinating one 's own approach with theirs so rhat a common practice 
can be created . To build a new hisroric bloc - ler alone a livable 
world - we musr practice and celebrare rhis process of mutual ac
commodation as the necessary complement to the assertion of difference 
and freedom by individuals and groups . We need ro rhink in terms 
of processes of synthesis in which differences are integrated bur nor 
abolished . Orherwise the price of freedom will be disorder , rhe war 
of all against all - which today means che destruction of all . 

Aronowirz does nor include rhe peace movement in his 'bloc ' or 
address issues of war or inrernarional conflict, other than economic 
imperialism , in any susrained way . I believe chis results from one of 
the 'metaphysical presupposirions' of the Marxisr Lefr that he has not 
sufficiently cricicized . For Aronowitz , the one part of the Marxisc 
heritage that must not be abandoned is the struggle against all forms 
of hierarchy, and in general support for the struggle against hierarchy 
and for equality is rhe way the Lefr tends ro characterize icself. Most 

' A similar iJea has hecn emphasizeJ hy Alheri and Hanel in SoaaliJm in Throry and Prat tia . 
See my review in 1he las1 issue of Our G enera /I/In . 
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Marxists subordinate problems of conflict and disorder, even international 
conflict and war, to considerations of inequalicy, whecher of class, 
race, or gender. For mosc ocher people, however, inequality may quire 
reasonably be experienced as less a chreat than a disorder, the accumulated 
unintended consequences that arise from che uncoordinated interactions 
of what people do. 6 For example, it is literally true that no one wants 
nuclear war, and yet it is in fact highly probable. No one wants to 
destroy the ozone layer, and yet it is already occurring. Such unintended 
consequences of uncontrolled social processes are often the worst aspects 
of che IlaluI quo, and the ones most likely to generate a fundamental 
opposition. 

The Marxist emphasis on class analysis ofren results in a glaring 
inaccention to war, militarism, nationalism, nationality, and the State 
as a component in a system of competing and warring Scates. I believe 
this sphere has been more important than class conflict in shaping the 
twentieth century. While intimately intertwined with issues of class , 
as well as those of gender and ethinicity, it cannot be reduced co 
them. The rapid rise and slow decline of U .S. global hegemony, the 
polarization of the global system into Eastern and Western camps, 
che periodic explosion of conflicts into world wars, the increasing 
proportion of the world's productive capacity devoted to means of 
destruction, and the development of military technology to the point 
of omnicide - these are the most important developments in twentieth 
century history, shaping as well as being shaped by race, class, gender, 
and other social dimensions within each nacion . They are becoming 
even more critical for the future as national economies become increasingly 
unstable and interdependent, as populations increasingly surge across 
national boundaries, as local and regional wars become endemic and 
cheir escalation becomes more likely in the face of superpower exhaustion. 
Further, the nacion, the national interest, and national power have 
been the prime legitimations, more so than either individualism or 
commodities, for American life. Service to the national community 
has been the one belief for which mosc Americans have been ready co 
die . The very absence of this dimension in a book actempting to 

reconscruct radical theory should serve as a caution co us all to avoid 
the temptation co ignore it . 

'' Barrin~wn Moore, lnj111t1rt . 
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Workinx Class Hem is a rather different sort of book, less abstract 
and intended for an audience of labour movement activists. It is 
essentially an argument from within one of the cultures chat make up 
Aronowitz' proposed 'historic bloc,' namely the U.S. labour movement, 
for how and why it should transform itself co participate in the formation 
of such a bloc. 

Despite its intended popular audience, Workinx C/aJS Hero is marked 
by chemacic jumble, digressions, and repetition . Many sentences are 
confusing: "As a result of the new social political contract the fight 
co extend che social welfare scare was not only weakened by che cold 
war, but by labor's own traditions as well. " Historians will find equally 
crying a tendency co chronological jumble and confusing rime reference : 
the "postwar spurt in organizing public employees" turns our co refer 
co the 1960s, not the 1940s, for example . Many historical assertions 
are dubious : Ac che end of che nineteenth century, for instance, "Workers 
were forming political parries which, however reformist their programs, 
were placing restrictions on capital's mobility" while capitalists rep
resented by che Republican Party " instituted a free trade policy" -
presumably the McKinley Tariff. Some historical assertions are con
tradictory : On page 92, " Most workers, with the important exception 
of many of Eastern European origins, did not buy the claim that the 
Russians constituted an immediate threat to American security." But 
by page 191, "Many unionists sincerely believe the doctrine according 
co which there exists a threat of Soviet military aggression against the 
United States and Western Europe ." Fortunately, the overall analysis 
is of considerable value despite its inadequate historical grounding . 

The bulk of this book is devoted co an interpretation of American 
labour history in the twentieth century, broadened co include culture 
on the one hand and politics on the ocher. The interpretation involves 
many elements which are not particularly well integrated conceptually . 
Its main outlines, nonetheless, are worth summarizing, especially 
because efforts co synthesize twentieth century American labour history 
as a whole have been few . 

Aronowitz presents Samuel Gompers as the key figure in the devel
opment of the twentieth century labour movement . Gompers represented 
the dominance of the skilled craftsmen and their hierarchically oriented 
culture within the labour movement. Even when technology and scientific 
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managemenr broke their hold on production, the craftsmen conrinueJ 

to dominate the labour movemenr by means of their domination of 
the cultural assumptions of the 'working-class public sphere.' 7 

Gompers initially advocated a 'pure and simple unionism' in which 
unions operated exclusively in civil society, neither influenced by nor 
attempting to influence the Stare. Bur the overwhelming power of 
corporate America, combined with the willingness of a segment of 
the capitalise leadership to cooperate with labour, led Gompers to 

formulate a strategy - dubbed by Aronowicz 'social contract unionism' 
- which has dominaced che labour movemenc co the present day . 
Labour would cooperate politically with the progressive wing of ca
pitalism, represented first by che National Civic Federation and later 
by the Wilson Administration. In turn it would be guaranteed the 
right to organize and bargain collectively within narrowly drawn limits 
which left unchallenged the owners' rights to run their businesses . 
Gompers saw that this strategy could provide gains for the skilled 
elite in the context of an expanding national economy and a growing 
U.S. imperium. 

This framework collapsed in the 1920s as the progressive wing of 
capital lose power, corporations drove unionism out of the workplace, 
and the defeat of craft power was consolidated by new production 
processes and management structures. From the rubble emerged che 
new industrial union movement of the 1930s, which again joined 
hands policically with the liberal wing of the corporate leadership as 
organized in the New Deal. This alliance constituted a 'historic bloc' 
of progressive capitalists, labour, ethnic groups, and minorities chat 
dominated U .S. politics into the 1970s.H But the bloc conrinueJ 
within the framework of the 'social contract unionism ' established by 
Gompers long before . The industrial unionism of the ClO abandoned 
che craft orientation of the AFL but rerained and extended che basic 
approach of ' social contract unionism . ' le made an alliance wich the 
New Deal fraction of capital arounJ a programme of social reform and 

' For imeres1in,i: comparisons , see Cynrhia Cockburn 's BrotlxrJ for En~lish primers and Sarire's 
analysis of Fren1·h synJica lisrs in C: riflqut oj D1aln-tm1/ Reaion. 
" For a h1swrica lly inf.irmeJ accot1111 of 1his alliance , see Mike Davis, TIN Sttrilt Marriagt of 

U .S . l..abor a nd tht Drm0<ra111 P11rty . For an inre rcs1i11~ intcrprL"131ion of rhe role of S1a1ism 
in 1he defca1 of bmh labour and •}(rarian rad ica lism , st·e Brndy , TIN Vtdint of Amtrtra n 

Radica/iJm : A Farn1tr-/_..a bor Pm /Jtflll't . 
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legal collecrive barga ining rig hcs. This bas ic class compromi se was 
solidified with the 19 50's union contracts which excluded union in
terference in corporate financial dec isions bur provided an 'annual 
improvement facror ' which g uaranteed workers a share of economic 
g rowth . Even within industri al unionism , the assumptions of discourse 
were shaped by the hierarchical craditions of crafr and che insticutional 
dominance of skilled workers : it was no acc ident that a George Meany 
should be che spokesman of organized labour for a quarter of a cenrury. 

Undergirding the ri se of the C IO had been che developmenr of a 
new ' working -class public sphere' in che major industrial regions 
crea ted by industri al concencracion . In che decades following W orld 
W ar II , however , chis cultural formation was dissipated by subur
banization and industri al de-concentration . Meanwhile , large numbers 
of women , blacks, and recent immigranrs entered che labour force, 
while white-collar , clerical, se rvice , public , and professional workers 
increased enormously as a proportion of the labour force . These groups 
were alien to a labour culture scill dominated by male skilled manual 
workers. Large ly for thi s reason they remained outside the ' house of 
labour. ' The working-class public sphere rapidly decl ined , making 
poss ible che isolation and decimation of che labour movemenr , che 
defeat of che N ew Deal coalition , and the ri se to dominance of the 
Rig ht . 

The g lobal economic crisis of che 1970s and '80s and che ri se of 
international compccicion have made che concinuacion of che class 
compromise impossible. Employers have taken advantage of labour 's 
weakness ro seek concessions and even co break unions. The labour 
movement now can survive only if it can find an alternative po licy. 

For Aronowitz, che bas ic clements of chis po licy arc the organi za tion 
of workers outs ide the current scope of blue-collar unionism in to new 
unions ; the re jecr ion by labour of corporate economic g rowth as che 
ultimate cr iterion of soc ial policy ; the consequent shi fc of labour into 
political opposition co capi ta l ; ics fo rmation of an oppositional b loc 
with women, minorities, and ocher oppositional g roups; the emlxxlimcnr 
of chis bloc in a programme and a politica l vehicle , not defined but 
presumably operating within che Democrati c Part y. 

Aronowitz' argumenr for a ' new strateg y for labour ' is g rounded in 
three recent trends in American society. First is the face that , in an 
era of g lobal economic stag nation , mass unemploy ment , and easy 
inrernariona l capital mobility, normal rnllecc ive barga ining can no 
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longer deliver the goods - 'social contract unionism' is providing 
only layoffs, give-backs, and deteriorating conditions on che job. 9 

Second is the rise of the Righc and the devolution of the New Deal 
coalition, which has eliminated the alliance with the progressive wing 
of capital as a viable option for the time being . Third is the rise of 
new social movements, such as chose of women , blacks, Third World 
minorities, and environmentalists, and new groups of workers, such 
as chose in the secondary labour market on rhe one hand and the 
burgeoning technical and professional workers on the other. 

Aronowitz argues chat the labour movement has no future unless 
it can organize rhese new ethnic and occupational groups that have 
grown so dramatically in the half century since American unionism 
cook its modern form. He poi ms out chac che major gains in organization 
in the past decades have emerged our of and have reflected the cultures 
of those groups - such as the black and Hispanic-based drives and 
the politically progressive, professionally oriented expansion of the 
AFT. He argues for new forms of unionism that would reflect boch 
chc cu ltures and the work structures of such groups . For those in casual 
labour markets, this would email supporting the cultural leadership 
of underclass communities, a membership and bargaining structure 
adapted co casual labour markets, and political leadership on issues of 
undocumented workers, discrimination, and other problems affeccing 
the underclass . For professional and technical workers self-management 
and shop-floor democracy would have co become important themes . 

The first step of building such new union forms would be co "identify 
the organizers who, in the classical mode, are people steeped in cheir 
communities who are willing co become part of che labor movemenc 
as well. " Taking a page from such groups and Worker Women and 
Union Wage, their organizations might focus ac first less on traditional 
union contracc demands than on sexual harassment and child care 
facilities. "Organizing among the new workers may rake the form of 
small professional, feminist, and civil rights groups before trade union 
organization becomes possible. " In high-turnover workforces, "oc
cupational communities may Ix: more important for organizing than 
communities based on a single workplace ." 

'' t-:or a rnorc exu·ndnl discussion of rhc l'llUHlm1( ff.J n. es lurrt'ndy undt·rminlllR union powt~ r . 

St '<.' my .. Crisis Eu momy . Burn - A~a111 l.ahor Movl'mcnr J " Aton1hl~ Hent1r 
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Of central importance would be the educational and cultural role 
these unions would play. They would develop a working-class public 
sphere with a political discourse chat went beyond the framework of 
social contract unionism to make fundamental social change a ropic 
of discussion and ro include all kinds of working people, not just 
white male industrial workers, in the conception of 'labour.' They 
would fight vigorously not just for the immediate interests of their 
members, but for che broad social interests of the 'bloc' as a whole. 
Indeed , the membership of such unions would be composed largely 
of the constituent pares of that bloc . 

The bloc as a whole would need to establish for itself a 'political 
vehicle. ' While dubious about the practicability of a labour party, 
Aronowitz does not attempt to define what such a vehicle would be, 
beyond saying chat "che vehicle may be a political party in which 
labor occupies a major position of power, or a political alliance with 
ocher social movements that uses che Democratic Party as an arena ." 
He argues chat the development of such a vehicle depends on resolving 
che "ideological and programmatic" issues facing the new partners . 
Above all, ic requires that a segment of the labour movement break 
with 'social contract unionism' and move into more fundamental op
position to the status quo . Aronowitz recognizes chat "The new political 
bloc will attract only a fraction of organized labor" and will meet 
opposition from the rest. 

The core theme of the new historic bloc 's programme would be 
democratic self-management. This would involve new shop-floor ar
rangements which would give workers a greater voice in what was 
produced and how. le would also aim to give communities greater 
power over their economic destinies . 

Aronowitz endorses Scaughcon Lynd's concept of 'reindustrializacion 
from below .' 111 Like the better known approaches co 'reinduscrializacion,' 
Lym.l's assumes a large-scale investment of public funds in local 
communities throughout the country . le differs in three regards, however. 
First, ic envisions chat these funds will be used not only for traditional 
public works, but also for more cradicionally productive enterprises 
- it will, for example , finance rebuilding of steel mills which would 

'" S1au,i:hrnn LynJ. "The View from S1ed Cnuniry ·· in De111()(racy, presenis 1he mos1 1hou~l11ful 
ernnumi r polo r y for 1he l.cf1 1ha1 I have seen. 
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then provide steel ro local areas in the way that the TV A provided 
electricity ro areas which private capital would not serve . Second, ir 
would, where necessary, use the right of eminent domain to take 
resources which the private sector was failing adequately ro employ 
so that they could be used to meet public needs. Third, it would 
establish decentralized, community-based democratic planning, rather 
than a central national planning board, to administer public investment 
funds. The result would be an evolution toward an economy based on 
local and regional production for local and regional use, rather than 
export for international competition. While this might involve some 
loss of economies of scale, it would put local communities more in 
control of their economic destinies and free them from continuous 
disruption by the uncontrolled forces of the world market . 

Such a policy would, of course, be impossible without a major shift 
of resources away from the military budget and a concomitant shift 
in America's foreign policy goals . And it would move toward smaller
scale, more environmentally sound forms of economic development . 
It would thereby create a basis for integrating peace and environmental 
movements within the bloc. 

Under the heading of "A Program for the New Progressive Alliance ," 
Aronowitz lays out a very different, 'transitional' programme, intended 
to restore and expand the social safety net. It includes extended unem
ployment compensation, a thirty-hour work week, preserving social 
security, and renewed enforcemenr of affirmative action . He acknowledges 
that this would be "along the lines of the old New Deal" with the 
addition of reduced military spending and more progressive taxation 
to reduce deficit spending . This programme, which hardly contains a 
position not endorsed by Teddy Kennedy, reads as if Aronowitz had 
never read Working ClaJI Hero or considered the words ic quotes from 
Bluestone and Harrison : "The rise of international competition and 
the increasing velocity of capital mobility make the entire panoply of 
liberal policies ineffective, unaffordable,and ultimately unproductive .· · 
Fortunately, this 'transitional programme' is in contradiction with the 
main thrust of the book. 

I agree with Aronowitz that convening a 'new historical bloc' is on 
the agenda . Ics elements can be seen in the various communicy/labour 
alliances, support commiccees, and 'rainbow coalitions' chat have emerged 
around the country . Bue there are many questions chat need to be 
addressed if che potential of such a bloc is co be realized . 
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Jn The CrisiJ of Hi1torical Materialism, Aronowitz writes, "The aspiration 
ro control che state by parliamentary or ocher means is, in the end, a 
Jacobin goal, not one consistent with an emancipatory socialism . .. 
Modern left-parliamentary politics may aggregate desire, but it tends 
to suppress its extra-parliamentary expressions . .. The contemporary 
task of parliamentary socialism is to make marginal all movements at 
the base which implicitly or explicitly renounce chis mode of aggre
gation." In Workinf!, ClaH Hero, however, any questions regarding such 
possible implications of electoral action appear co have been forgotten; 
Aronowitz criticizes the view of "che scare and policies as constraints 
to be overcome rather than legitimate arenas for working-dass action." 

Aronowitz is not the only former New Leftist who has recently 
developed an enthusiasm for electoral policies. Bue exposing che re
pressiveness hidden within formally democratic institutions was one 
of the genuine achievements of che New Left; rather than simply 
jumping on bandwagons, we need to examine what aspects of chat 
critique can be rejected as faulcy and which need co be retained . 

The New Left attacked che myth chat, under democratic capitalism, 
political institutions created the possibility or actuality of popular rule 
of so<.·iety . The main power centres of modern society do not lie in 
the institutions of formal democracy, but in the executive, military, 
and corporate bureaucracies . Systems based on representation rather 
than participation tend co exclude the majority from the pnx:ess of 
policy formation except for what almost inevitably becomes a ritualistic 
process of voting for a candidate. Eleccoral action has time and again 
been the means by which radical and socialist movements have been 
coopted by existing establishments. In a critique ofboch social democracy 
and Leninism, the New Left argued chat, co achieve genuine democracy, 
it would be necessary instead co dismantle the centralized powers of 
Scace and corporation and create a system of popular participation in 
decision-making . 

The refusal co participate in rhe electoral arena was a decerminarion 
not to endorse the greatest legitimation of the existing society, namely, 
rhe belief chat American society was a genuine democracy . Instead, 
the New Left cried co point ro what it felr were the real sources of 
power, which, under the influence of Marxist doctrine, it identitied 
as the capitalise class on the one hand and the people or the working 
class broadly detined on the ocher. 
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In a framework in which neicher che economic nor any ocher aspect 
of society is regarded as uniquely decerminant, part of chis approach 
can be retained while part can be jenisoned. It is scill necessary co 
expose che falsehood char our processes of representacive democracy 
allow che people co shape cheir world, and co show che many forces 
- economic and other - oucside the arena of eleccoral democracy 
which shape irs resulcs . le is still necessary w oppose the social democracic 
illusion chac eleccoral viccory in itself can lead co che radical transformacion 
of sociecy. 

But, on the basis of the critique of Marxism made above, we can 
no longer maincain chat the power of political institutions is somehow 
an illusion , merely a reflection of some more real power chat resides 
elsewhere, presumably in the economy . It does indeed draw on sources 
of power oucside che policical sphere, but they also draw on it . Rather, 
we need co contest the power of ruling groups by means of coordinated 
action in many spheres of society, including but not limited to the 
political arena. 

The scracegy of che Green movement in Wesc Germany, alchough 
not above criticism or directly cransferable co che U .S. context, cor
responds co this theoretical approach . The Greens do not assume thac , 
instead of engaging in politils, radicals should organize unions or 
community organizations or communes . Rather , they seek an active 
relation to the exiscing political institutions, boch by fielding a 'Green' 
ticket in elections and by demonstrations and other forms of mass 
confrontacion with the State. At the same cime , this is seen as only 
one, and by no means necessarily the mosc important, sphere of activity : 
squatting, community organizing, creacing a counter-culture, and 
building alcernacive economic institutions are seen as equally necessary . 
The Greens aim for a coordinated presence in many social spheres, of 
which the policical arena is one but only one . Their refusal co limit 
themselves co eleccoral participation is itself a refusal co endorse the 
ex isting political insticutions as an adequace expression of che popular 
will. I I 

The specifics of U.S. JX>litical insticucions milicare againsc an effective 
clccmral challenge from rhe Le fr . The electoral syscem of proportional 
represenration which allowed che Greens co elecc representat ives rn 

11 Sp<.·< ial issue nf Radual Amema on rhe Greens , Vol. 17, No. I . 
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legislarures wirh only five per cenr of the vote created a type of tactical 
opporruniry which does not exist in the U.S. Our 'winner-take-all' 
elecrions favour centrist candidates. Personality-rather than parry-centred 
polirics forces activists co support charismatic but ambiguous candidates 
like Jesse Jackson . The power of money will never be ours. This conrexc 
requires a cacrical creativity chat allows a political role chat is expressed 
neither through rhe Democratic Parry nor through a third parry . This 
can involve a combination of mass lobbying and political pressure -
used so effectively by public inreresr groups, rhe Right, and business 
interests - with che direct anion campaigns rhac were rhe hallmark 
of rhe New Left . Movemenrs like chose of the 1960s muse be sup
plemcnred, nor replaced, by electoral efforts. And their political vehicles, 
electoral or otherwise, will need co be built up organically our of 
expcriem:es and concrete opporrunicies, not by the calling of a convenrion . 

The periods of greatest social progress in the U .S. , and of che most 
progressive national administrations, have been ones in which mass 
social movemenrs have operated outside the electoral arena our of rhe 
conrrol of liberal political mediators . Out of the dialectic of Republicans 
and aholicioniscs, New Deal and labour, unemployed, and elderly 
movemenrs, New Fronrier/Greac Society and the civil rights movements 
developed major social changes . Two dynamics accounr for chis. First, 
rhe esrablishmenr feared the threat of social disruption and instability 
implicit in the popular movements, and were prepared co tolerate 
politicians who would aim to conrrol chem by making concessions to 
chem. Second, liberal politicians, fearing competition for their own 
mass base, had ro move to the Left . 

Of course, rhe same dynamic is possible within the electoral arena 
irself, and this is something the New Left did nor fully appreciate. 
Thus, che Greens in Germany forced a major shift in the Social Democratic 
parry, particularly on the issue of American missiles . And the Jesse 
Jackson campaign shifted the cenrre of gravity within the Democratic 
Parry. 

A political 'vehicle for a new political bloc' does not have to function 
exclusively or even primarily in the electoral arena . Movemenrs based 
on non-violenr direct action, like rhe labour movemenr in the 1930s 
and the civil rights and anti -Vietnam war movemenrs of the 1960s, 
have often been rhe real .'opposition party' in America . For such 
movemenrs to cake rhe nexr seep and constitute themselves as a bloc 
around a programme of basic soc ial changes does not necessarily require 
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that they function in che electoral arena. Indeed, the formation of such 
an oppositional bloc around a radical programme co be implemented 
by mass direct action was very much che conception on which Martin 
Luther King was operating ac che rime of his death . 

In evaluating che electoral arena, we need co be aware chat ic is 
going through rapid and confusing changes ac che present rime . W e 
need to be alert co unexpected openings, such as che black political 
mobilization reflected in che Chicago, Mel King, and Jackson campaigns , 
which have suddenly changed che 'discursive rules' of Democratic 
policies . Rather than a general shift to che Right, we may be witnessing 
a new polarization of American policies, which will cum che two-parry 
system from one of consensus co one of deep class and ideological 
conflict over che discribucion of weal ch and America's role in che world . 
And che parry system is changing sharply, as parry loyalties decline 
and more and more voters become independent or register with a party 
merely co participate in the primaries . Such changes may airer the 
very meaning of eleccoral parcicipacion in ways thac we can hardly 
anticipate today. 

One of che strongest points of che Jesse Jackson campaign, the 
various rainbow coalitions, and che Congressional Black Caucus has 
been their insistence on the interdependence of change in domesti c 
and in foreign policy. Indeed, che connection between che two, barely 
touched on in Working Class Hero, has become che fulcrum of American 
policies and must lie ac the core of any Left programme. 

For che Right, union-busting, curring of public services, and a 
return to nineteenth century social policies and ideologies in general , 
is legicimaced by che need for capital accumulation co build a strong, 
internationally competitive American economy. Such a strong economy, 
in cum, is necessary co provide che military power co preserve and 
extend American's global domination , which itself is necessary co 
preserve America's economic life and national pride . 

No policy proposed from che Lcfr will be viable unless it addresses 
domestic and foreign aspects of che presenr crisis in an integrated way . 
For example, che various crade union and welfare Scace programmes 
proposed in Aronowitz ' 'transitional programme' aim co increase wages 
and government spending ; given the present struccure of the world 
economy, their effecc would be primarily co shifr still more productive 
capital our of che U.S. , further hastening deindusrrializacion . On che 
ocher hand, peace movement proposals for disarmamenr and an end 
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ro the pursuit of U .S. hegemony would, in the absence of domcsric 
economic change, result in economic disaster. The key co a plausihlc 
Left programme is to present a democratic, decentralized, rnmmunity
conrrolled economy as the means by which the U .S. could withdraw 
from ics Sissiphian quest for world domination while providing a better 
life for ics own people. 

While radicals should participate enthusiastically in rhe consrrucrion 
of Aronowitz' proposed bloc, we must also maintain a distinn radical 
community of discourse, norms, and positions which is nor submerged 
inro a broader coalition, whose members participate accively within 
broader popular movements, bringing their more radical perspecrives 
bur not trying ro dominate, knowing that most of their parricipants 
are nor ready to rejecr the sla/11.r q110 part and parcel. We need ro 
arriculate a truly radical vision of a world chat would meec chc needs 
of all people. That means che abolition of capitalism, arms, and the 
Nation-State system, and their replacement by a system combining 
maximum decentralized participatory democracy with a degree of global 
regulation sufficient to prevent military and ecological destruction. 
The arciculation of a radical vision (if not quite this radical) is someching 
that existed in che 1960s but ended with the demise of SDS and SNCC 
arnf the death of Marrin Luther King . Such a vision is crucial, both 
to inspire people to action, and to provide a critical standard against 
which the status q110 can be judged and found wanting . That vision is 
the unique contribution we, as radicals, can bring to the formation 
of a new historic bloc. 
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